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Kate Haggis and Khenvairc Drakes Feb 14 2022 Kate Haggis is
a bard, at least in title. But she is left behind in Leafeldur
DorDinen's compound, along with Tagolan Greenleaf, to run
his household smoothly whilst he selfishly goes to rebuild
another town in his fiefdom, wanting back the former glory
days of his clan. But whilst both the mage and his ranger
friend are out doing this work, Kate is paid an unusual visit by
a paladin, who informs her that Robert Trellawny, her
adoptive father, is currently being held captive by a renegade
group of terrorists under the leadership of a vile man called
Shaolgris in a different pocketful of existence known as
Khenvairc. Kate agrees to go rescue the old healer, whom she
is very fond of. She takes off with the paladin and finds herself
trapped by his lies. He doesn't want her help but plans
something much more nefarious for her personage. In
Khenvairc, she crosses the path of the race previously thought
of as extinct, along with drakes, and inadvertently starts off a
war between Shaolgris and those who are hot in pursuit of the
bard. As she races against time and all the odds, can she
make it to rescue Robert in time before he is executed? And if
she can, what price might she have to pay as a result on her
humanity? Drakes, monsters unique to that dark realm of
shadows, and a title that has not been claimed in several
hundreds of years, along with a power-mad dictator and evil magics beyond imagination! How will Kate ever survive it all? Again mixed up in a deadly enchantment that threatens to delete her usual existence permanently! Can the bard make it out alive? Or will the darkness of the deed engulf her soul? When the Tide Rises Oct 01 2020 THE TIDE OF WAR IS RISING-AND THE SHARKS ARE CLOSING IN! When the Republic of Cinnabar doesn't have enough battleships to deal with all the crises in its war with the Alliance, it sends the next best thing: Commander Daniel Leary and his friend, the spy Adele Mundy. This time they're off to help the Bagarian cluster in its rebellion against the Alliance, but they'll quickly find that the worst threats to the rebels are the treacherous politicians leading them. Leary and Mundy use electronic espionage, sub-machine guns, and shipkilling missiles to outwit political rivals, put down mutiny, and capture an Alliance fortress. When all else fails, they'll strike for the heart of the Alliance and then throw their tiny corvette into a major fleet action in order to turn the tide. A cascade of non-stop action as only David Drake can write it! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). PRAISE FOR THE RCN-DANIEL LEARY SERIES When the Tide Rises: "David Drake just keeps getting better. When the Tide Rises is a smart, funny, exciting adventure of Leary and Mundy, a wonderful read. Part of the fun is seeing how Drake manages the history into true story, in this case, of course, Lord Cochrane in Chile. Daniel Leary's hobby of botany allows David Drake to devise strange and lovely creatures, imaginary worlds that seem as real as our own."—Cecilia Holland Some Golden Harbor: "...rousing old-fashioned space opera. ... Drake ... creates vivid characters you can care about. Patrick O'Brian and Bernard Cornwell fans as well as military SF readers will be well rewarded."—Publishers Weekly The Way to Glory: "The fun is in the telling, and Mr. Drake has a strong voice. I want
more!"-Philadelphia Weekly Press ". . . this series is getting better as the author goes along . . . character development combined with first-rate action and memorable world-design."¾SFReader.com The Far Side of the Stars: "Readers who have been entranced by the previous adventures of Daniel Leary and Adele Mundy will sigh with relief to see them again."¾Booklist ". . . the best space opera novels in recent years . . . Leary is a great protagonist . . . the outer space John Wayne."¾The Midwest Book Review Lt. Leary, Commanding: "Please more Lt. Leary soon!" ¾Andre Norton ":[Drake] couldn't write a bad action scene at gunpoint, and his sense of humor infuses the characters here with agreeable qualities. . . . Grand fun for lovers of action in high space."-Booklist With the Lightnings: "Updating clashing Horatio Hornblower tactics and vintage John Wayne heroics . . . Drake gives . . . a full measure of appealing derring-do."¾Publishers Weekly "Drake's latest novel once again demonstrates the author's talent for arcane politics and vivid battle scenes . . . a pair of clever and resourceful protagonists . . . action-packed space opera. . . ." ¾Library Journal ". . . vintage Drake, fast paced, heroic, and ending in a rousing climax. Drake remains one of the best of the military SF writers."¾Science Fiction Chronicle

An Essay in Defence of the Female Sex. In which are Inserted Characters of a Pedant, a Squire, a Beau, a Vertuoso, a Poetaster, a City-critick, &c. In a Letter to a Lady. Written by a Lady i.e. Mary Astell? Or Judith Drake? Or H. Wyatt? . Nov 13 2021

On Wilder Seas Apr 06 2021 April 1579. When two ships meet off the Pacific coast of New Spain, an enslaved woman seizes the chance to escape. But Maria has unwittingly joined Francis Drake's circumnavigation voyage as he sets sail on a secret detour into the far north. Sailing into the unknown on the Golden Hind, a lone woman among eighty men, Maria will be tested to the very limits of her endurance. It will take all her
wits to survive - and courage to cut the ties that bind her to Drake to pursue her own journey. How far will Maria go to be truly free? Inspired by a true story, this is the tale of one woman's uncharted voyage to freedom.

Discourses on Various Subjects; and Charges Delivered to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of Winchester. To which are Added Several Never Before Published, with Advice to an Unmarried Lady ... Edited by the Rev. James Drake. [With a Memoir of the Author by Thomas Drake.]. Aug 30 2020

Blood Prophecy Feb 23 2020 "Can Solange find her way back home again? And can she do it in time to save everyone she loves from the vampire civil war, hunter attack, and each other? Because not everyone can survive the prophecy ... maybe not even her"--

The Family and Heirs of Sir Francis Drake, by Lady Eliott-Drake... Mar 30 2023

The Duke I Once Knew Jan 04 2021 An unexpected reunion... a second chance at love. Abigail Linton has devoted herself to caring for her parents and her siblings' children. Eager to create a life of her own, Abby seizes upon a position as a governess on a neighbouring estate. Unfortunately, her employer is Maxwell Bryce, the Duke of Rothwell – the notorious rake who once broke her youthful heart. Since he hasn't set foot on his estate for fifteen years, Abby assumes she'll never have to see him... Until, one day, he appears. Max is stunned to come face to face with the girl he fell for, before he went away and she stopped writing to him. Both Abby and Max have changed over the years, but has their passion for each other remained unchanged? A sweeping Regency romance for fans of Lisa Kleypas and Mary Balogh.

Burning Desire Fades Feb 02 2021 Part 2 presents the continuation of the maliciously agenda of Doctor Bates and will leave you in a trance of shock with its vigorous narrative. A moment ago, it seemed, it was yesterday full of happiness.
Tomorrow it is a matter of survival for Mary as her life is on the brink of insanity to her Knight in Shining Armor. Loving him was all she ever had. As she meets Drake again she becomes a slave in the madness of love. Before Mary notice the dangerous life, she gets deeply trapped in Drake’s dodgy mesh. It’s too late for her to escape. Fraud, lies, dominance, torment and the complexity of an abusive relationship evolve, and will unexpectedly be a new part of Mary’s life. Drake’s sinister betrayal sneaks slowly in as he lures Mary like a ravenous wolf in sheep’s clothing. Mary will experience love, hatred and deception; however, will she continue to be Drake’s victim in his mystiques and hefty deceptions he gets during the nights? On the outside, it seems Drake is loving and has a high IQ, above normal. On the inside, he is a devious psychopath. The story will drastically unfold to a complexity of a love drama, crime, fraud and Drake’s delusions of grandeur. At a secluded area outside Hong Kong, the mafia attempt to kill Drake. We will follow the two sweethearts in how they try to escape from the difficulties with the Asian Mafia. With lightning speed, three creepy guys and the mafia boss run into the Hotel to search for Drake. Not only once, but several times the two lovebirds are on the run in the shadowy darkness of the night, because Drake steal and frauds his business associates. Readers review on Part 1:

- Very captivating from beginning to end. I look forward to the sequel. —Susanne
- The book is a riveting tale by a writer who has all the gifts to pull it off. It is sharp clean writing that grabs you from the 1st page. The author has a knack for describing her characters with deep human insight. The book marks a dazzling debut for a first-time fiction author. Read the book, you will be glad you did it. —Inger
- This is an amazing story that keeps you wanting more. I can’t wait for part 2! —Susie
acting families, the Chapmans and the Drakes, who played on English and American stages from 1705-1944.

Vampire Bites: A Taste of the Drake Chronicles Feb 26 2023

Devour three darkly romantic adventures and sharpen your knowledge of how to catch a vampire - and perhaps a handsome Drake brother of your own - in this breathtaking bind-up, only available in eBook format. A Killer First Date

Lucy Hamilton in mad about her best friend's brother, Nicholas Drake. Who wouldn't be? He's super sexy and deliciously dangerous. And Nicholas thinks Lucy is hot too. But what with all the life-and-death drama in their hometown of Violet Hill lately, they've not been on a first date - not officially. It's time they got away from it all. But that's easier said than done when your boyfriend was born into an ancient vampire dynasty . . . A Field Guide to Vampires: Annotated by Lucy Hamilton Every new recruit to the Helios-Ra Society is issued this guidebook, with secrets to the inner workings of the vampires they are hunting. But when new recruit Lucy Hamilton gets her hands on a copy, she can't help but add a few notes of her own. After all, she has first-hand knowledge of the various vampire societies that often contradicts the conventional wisdom of her new academy. Corsets and Crossbows

It is 1816 and it's time to make room for new traditions! Rosalind Wild thinks it's time for the Helios-Ra to give full membership to the female descendants of the society. So when Rosalind interrupts a plot to assassinate the leader of the Helios-Ra, she sees an opportunity to prove her worth. But she never expected the assassin to be someone so irresistible, and off-limits. Written as a series of letters to a close confidante, this e-novella gives a glimpse of the early days of the vampire-hunting society as seen through the eyes of the feisty ancestor of Hunter Wild, Quinn Drake's girlfriend. Lost Girls

The fight between Drakes and vampires starts here! The thrilling story of how Liam Drake met his perfect match.
The Drake commemoration at Plymouth. Unveiling the statue on the Hoe Mar 18 2022

The Family and Heirs of Sir Francis Drake Apr 30 2023

Sir Jo Hn Tyrwhitt, Bart. and Dame Mary His Wife, Daughter of Dame Elizabeth Drake Aug 23 2022


Mr. Drake and My Lady Silver Dec 15 2021 Lincoln, 1812.

Lady Silver comes out of the fae realm of Aylfenhame in search of the hobgoblin Wodebean - and meets Phineas Drake, unhappy baker's boy. This formidable team will travel deep into the lawless depths of the Hollow Hills with one goal in mind: to revive Ilsevel's sister, long ago cursed and betrayed...

The Alex Drake Collection Apr 26 2020 One Billionaire. Too Many Secrets. Book 1-3 in the Alex Drake Series Meet Alex Drake. Billionaire CEO. Notorious womanizer. And a man hell bent on burying the past. When seclusive billionaire Alex Drake sets his sights on Madison, obsession takes over. Unlocking his world was easy. Seducing her was inevitable. But securing her heart might be impossible. He's ready to give in to her every desire except for one. The only thing she wants. An answer. To a tiny question. Why her? This box set includes the first three books: Access, Exposed, & Burned.

Warning: Full Steam Ahead. Lexxi James Books are seductive, suspenseful romances filled with fun, sensual, and sizzling high heat love scenes. Reviews ★★★★★ “The storyline is the bomb! It is chock full of intrigue, action, suspense, steam, and answers to all those burning questions! This series is definitely one of my favs! A must read!” – Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ “F-bomb worthy twists . . . be ready for extreme emotions as Lexxi James certainly can pull them out in spades.” – Amazon Top 1000 Reviewers This billionaire romance series includes: Access: An Alex Drake Novel Exposed: An Alex Drake Novel
Burned: An Alex Drake Novel Finders Keepers: An Alex Drake Novel The Alex Drake Collection: Books 1-3 PRAISE FOR THE ALEX DRAKE SERIES: "A smoking hot steamy romance with a mix of James Bond" "... excellent and beautiful" "Captured!" "...from the first page I was drawn into this story." "The book hangover I know I'll be feeling tomorrow will be so worth it. If your looking for intrigue, surprises and steam factor that is blindingly hot then you need to dive in." "One of the best books I have read." Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this billionaire romance series: Fifty Shades Series Fifty Shades of Grey Fifty Shades Darker Fifty Shades Freed The Crossfire Series Bared to You Reflected in You Entwined with You Captivated by You One with You This Man Series This Man Beneath this Man This Man Confessed With this Man Fixed Series Fixed on You Found in You Forever With You Hudson Fixed Forever Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this hot romance series: E. L. James Sylvia Day Jodi Ellen Malpas Laurelin Paige CD Reiss Abbi Glines Carly Phillips Colleen Hoover Jamie McGuire K. Bromberg Meredith Wild Nicholas Sparks Nora Roberts Pepper Winters Willow Winters Tijan Jamie McGuire Danielle Steele J. S. Cooper Jodi Piccoult James Patterson Julia Kent Jaime Diamond Aleatha Romig Helen Hardt Keywords related to this billionaire romance series: Billionaire Romance, Epic Sagas, Billionaire Romance Books, Hot Romance Books, Steamy Romance, Steamy Romance Books, Steamy Romance Books, Popular Series, Military Romance, Military Romance Box Set, Billionaire Romance Books For Romance Readers, Top Rated Books, Billionaire Romance Box Set, Romance Box Set, Romance Trilogy, Epic Romance Series, Romance Books, Romance Books, Billionaire Books, Military Romance Books, Hot Romance Books, Contemporary Romance Books For, Epic, Romantic Suspense Books, Romantic Suspense Books, Family Saga Books, Billionaire Set, Billionaire Best Books, Essential
Drake and Zion

Jun 28 2020

Drake and Zion have been best friends from eating glue in kindergarten, pulling capers together in their teenage years, and to running an empire in their adulthood. Their friendship is one of a kind. No one can break the bond that they share, not even Drake's numerous girlfriends, who can't seem to hold their place in his life due to Zion always being by his side, intimidating every girl that claims to be his, meanwhile the women always felt as if it was more to their story. Drake finds the woman of his dreams. After one night, it changes the course of Zion and Drake's friendship. Zion starts to fall back, realizing that their friendship is too much of a distraction, and she truly wants him to settle down and be happy. But when she finds out that the love of his life isn't who she seems to be and that she has a hidden agenda, Zion tries to warn him but realizes that Drake was already in too deep as war wages between the two
women in his life. Will their friendship withstand the terror of their enemies, or will they finally kiss their friendship goodbye?

The Family and Heirs of Sir Francis Drake Volume 1 Apr 18 2022 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Lady Knight's Letters from France and Italy, 1776-1795 Sep 23 2022

Lady Knight's Letters from France and Italy, 1776-1795. Edited by Lady Eliott-Drake. [With Illustrations.]. Nov 25 2022

The Serpent Jan 16 2022 Jon of Dun Add has created a civilization where before there had only been isolated pockets of humanity in a shattered cosmos. Young knight Pal is one of the most respected members of Lord Jon’s Hall of Champions. But Pal’s greatest talent lies not on the field of battle, though he’s no slouch there. He is also a Maker, one who can repair the tools the Ancients had left—sometimes. Moreover, he has
learned to use his warrior dog’s ability to predict motion better than any human could, an ability that has saved his skin and won the day more than once. Now, Pal will need all his talent—as a fighter, as a Maker, and as a Champion—to deal with the monsters the Waste throws at him—and to deal with his fellow humans. For there are those who would destroy Dun Add and Lord Jon’s vision of a humanity united in peace from within . . . At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About David Drake: “Drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war. Fans of Patrick O'Brian's Maturin and Aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate, rousing space opera.” —Publishers Weekly “[R]ousing old-fashioned space opera.”—Publishers Weekly “The fun is in the telling, and Mr. Drake has a strong voice. I want more!”—Philadelphia Weekly Press “[S]pace opera is alive and well. This series is getting better as the author goes along . . . character development combined with first-rate action and memorable world designs.”—SFReader.com “[P]rose as cold and hard as the metal alloy of a tank . . . rivals Crane and Remarque . . .”—Chicago Sun-Times

Barely a Lady Jul 10 2021 Secrets and passion fill this Regency romance from the New York Times bestselling author Eileen Dreyer--perfect for fans of Julia Quinn and Kelly Bowen. Olivia Grace has secrets that could destroy her. One of the greatest of these is the Earl of Gracechurch, who married and divorced her five years earlier. Abandoned and disgraced, Grace has survived those years at the edge of respectability. Then she stumbles over Jack on the battlefield of Waterloo, and he becomes an even more dangerous secret. For not only is he unconscious, he is clad in an enemy uniform. But worse, when Jack finally wakes in Olivia's care, he can't remember how he came to be on a battlefield in Belgium. In fact, he can remember nothing of the last five years. He thinks he and
Olivia are still blissfully together. To keep him from being hanged for a traitor, Olivia must pretend she and Jack are still married. To unearth the real traitors, Olivia and Jack must unravel the truth hidden within his faulty memory. To save themselves and the friends who have given them sanctuary, they must stand against their enemies, even as they both keep their secrets. In the end, can they risk everything to help Jack recover his lost memories, even though the truth may destroy them both?

Decadent Desire (The Drakes of California, Book 10) Dec 03 2020 The reunion they’ve been dreaming of

Drake's Magazine May 20 2022

An Essay in Defence of the Female Sex. In a letter to a lady. Written by a lady [i.e. Mary Astell? or Judith Drake? or H. Wyatt?]. The fourth edition, corrected Jun 01 2023

The Complete Memoirs of Lady Trent Series Jun 20 2022 This discounted ebundle includes: A Natural History of Dragons, The Tropic of Serpents, The Voyage of the Basilisk, In the Labyrinth of Drakes, Within the Sanctuary of Wings “Lady Trent is the Jane Goodall of dragonkind, and I’m glad she’s finally sharing her story with the world.” —Jim C. Hines, author of Libriomancer A Victorian Age science fantasy series by Marie Brennan, The Lady Trent Memoirs chronicle the adventures of Isabella, the renowned dragon naturalist whose study of the legendary creatures have taken her around the world on thrilling expeditions. Other books by Marie Brennan Books of the Varekai Cold Forged Flame Lightning in the Blood Deeds of Men Midnight Never Come In Ashes Lie A Star Shall Fall With Fate Conspire Other books Warrior Witch At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Silken Embrace Nov 01 2020 What a Drake wants she usually gets! Billionaire businessman and heir to a sprawling Northern California dynasty, Terrell Drake wants to make a difference.
Mentoring fatherless young boys at Paradise Cove's new youth center fulfills that dream. However, passion of a different kind ignites when he meets Ashley Robinson. The stunning single mother's manner reads strictly hands-off. But the heat sparkling in her big brown eyes tells Terrell something else. Ashley learned about life the hard way. The up-from-the-streets nurse can't afford to trust the charismatic playboy, who is already winning over her son. But the desire Terrell arouses is too powerful to ignore. Just as their casual fling flames into something deeper, the lovers are hit with a double whammy: sudden celebrity and a blast from the past that could jettison their future together. But the promise of forever is too precious to give up without a fight!

The Family and Heirs of Sir Francis Drake: Volume 2 Mar 25 2020 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the "public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Sacrifice Jan 28 2023 Let bestselling author Will Jordan take you on a break-neck speed ride with CIA agent Ryan Drake in this compelling and unmissable thriller. Fans of Lee Child, Vince Flynn and David Baldacci will love this! 'Entertaining' - The Telegraph 'Engrossing' -- ***** Reader review 'A real page-turner' -- ***** Reader review 'From the start Mr Jordan weaves a spell - the action is fast and believable' -- ***** Reader review 'Creative plot played out at a relentless pace -
A MISSING MAN. A BRUTAL CONFLICT. Afghanistan, 2008: a Black Hawk helicopter carrying a senior CIA operative is shot down by a surface to air missile, its lone passenger taken hostage by a fanatical new insurgent group. Knowing this man holds information vital to the ongoing conflict, the CIA bring in Ryan Drake and his elite Shepherd team to find and rescue their lost operative. But nothing is what it seems, and within hours of arriving in the war-torn country, Drake and his team find themselves caught in a deadly conflict between a brutal terrorist warlord and the ruthless leader of a private military company. And lurking in the shadows is a woman from Drake's past determined to settle old scores...

In the Labyrinth of Drakes: A Memoir by Lady Trent

Jul 02 2023 In this, the fourth volume of her memoirs, Lady Trent relates how she acquired her position with the Royal Scirling Army; how foreign saboteurs imperiled both her work and her well-being; and how her determined pursuit of knowledge took her into the deepest reaches of the Labyrinth of Drakes, where the chance action of a dragon set the stage for her greatest achievement yet.

Though Hell Should Bar the Way

Jun 08 2021 A NEW NOVEL IN THE NATIONALLY BEST-SELLING RCN MILITARY SF SERIES. David Drake, Dean of Military Science Fiction, returns with another entry in his best-selling RCN series. FROM WEALTH AND POWER, TO POVERTY AND INSULTS! Roy Olfetrie planned to be an officer in the Republic of Cinnabar Navy, but when his father was unmasked as a white-collar criminal he had to take whatever he was offered. What is offered turns out to be a chance to accompany Captain Daniel Leary and Lady Adele Mundy as they go off to start a war that will put Roy at the
sharp end. Duty snatches Roy from the harem of a pirate chief to a world of monsters, from interstellar reaches in a half-wrecked starship to assassination attempts at posh houses. Roy has the choice of making friends or dying friendless; of meeting betrayal and responding to it; of breaking his faith or keeping it at the risk of his life. Pirates, politics, and spies—and waiting for Roy if he survives all the rest, a powerful warship. The action doesn't slow—nor can Roy, for if he does the only question is which of the many threats will be the one to catch and kill him. But Captain Leary himself has given Roy a chance, and Roy is determined make the most of it—THOUGH HELL SHOULD BAR THE WAY. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About David Drake's RCN series: “[R]ousing old-fashioned space opera.”—Publishers Weekly “The fun is in the telling, and Mr. Drake has a strong voice. I want more!”—Philadelphia Weekly Press “[S]pace opera is alive and well. This series is getting better as the author goes along...character development combined with first-rate action and memorable world designs.”—SFReader.com “Drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war. Fans of Patrick O'Brian's Maturin and Aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate, rousing space opera.”—Publishers Weekly About David Drake: “[P]rose as cold and hard as the metal alloy of a tank...rivals Crane and Remarque...”—Chicago Sun-Times “Drake couldn’t write a bad action scene at gunpoint.”—Booklist RCN series: With the Lightnings Lt. Leary, Commanding The Far Side of the Stars The Way to Glory Some Golden Harbor When the Tide Rises In the Stormy Red Sky What Distant Deeps The Road of Danger The Sea Without a Shore Death's Bright Day Though Hell Should Bar the Way Goddess of the Ice Realm Oct 25 2022 The fifth and best novel yet in David Drake's acclaimed epic fantasy series, Lord
of the Isles Starting in Lord of the Isles and continuing in Queen of Demons, Servant of the Dragon, and Mistress of the Catacombs, David Drake has told the continuing, interlocking stories of Garric and Sharina, Cashel and Ilna, young brother and sister pairs who journey together from a small town to the capital. Their destiny is to reunite the island kingdoms of the Isles into one empire for the first time in a millennium. They seek to do this at a moment in history when the cosmic forces upon which magicians draw are at a thousand year peak. Wizards of even small learning are immensely powerful. Human greed and evil are reinforced by supernatural energies. In Goddess of the Ice Realm, as Garric and his retinue reach the island city of Carcosa, the wizard Tenoctris perceives a powerful supernatural assault directed against them. Ilna and her beloved, Chalcus, are sent to investigate a magical threat to shipping in the north. Cashel is translated into another world by evil magic, and Sharina to yet another. All of them face deadly dangers and overcome them before they are again united during the terrifying and dramatic climax. Filled with action, startling revelations, romance and sorcery, Goddess of the Ice Realm is epic fantasy at its exciting best. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Mr. Drake and My Lady Silver (Tales of Aylfenhame, 4) Dec 27 2022
Discourses on various Subjects; and Charges delivered to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of Winchester. To which are added several never before published, with Advice to an Unmarried Lady ... Edited by the Rev. James Drake. [With a memoir of the author by Thomas Drake.] Mar 06 2021
The lion in the path, by the authors of 'Abel Drake's wife' and 'Gideon's rock'. May 08 2021
Clown girl Sep 11 2021 Nita vive nelle strade pericolose di Baloneytown, tra tossici, agenti di polizia, alternativi, artisti,
personaggi folli e cani randagi. Per campare fa il clown, fa la Clown Girl, ma non è un ripiego, un mezzo per sbarcare il lunario, è la sua vera passione, il suo grande sogno: un’aspirazione e un talento, una forma d’arte sublime e difficile, dramaticamente sospesa tra lo scherno e la malinconia. In un mondo che non capisce le sue battute e che in un nobile pagliaccio vede solo un buffone. Nita è fidanzata con Rex Galore, il bel clown, è perdutamente innamorata di lui, ma Rex non si fa vedere, le telefona ogni tanto dall’Università dello Spettacolo dove è andato con i soldi che lei le manda. Ma il desiderio è troppo e la distanza incolmabile, e ogni giorno Nita deve inventare qualcosa, legare i palloncini in forme di animali per divertire un’orda di bambini molesti e chiassosi, soddisfare il feticismo di un cliente particolare, intrattenere i dipendenti di un’azienda con spettacoli al limite della prostituzione, guardarsi da un giovane poliziotto dolce e comprensivo, attento e appassionato, che un po’ le fa battere il cuore... E in tutto questo due fedeli compagni di vita sono improvvisamente scomparsi, il cane adorato e Plucky, la gallina di gomma collega di tante avventure... Nita la Clown Girl è una martire appassionata e un’irresistibile comediante, poetica come Charlot, sarcastica quanto Groucho Marx, indignata come Holden Caulfield. Le sue avventure sono puro movimento frenetico, una esilarante, irresistibile immersione nei sogni della giovinezza, nella follia della passione, nella sorpresa continua di un cambio di scena, nell’attesa di un gesto imprevisto, di un ultimo, improvviso, scroscio di applausi. «Vi presento il libro della mia peggiore nemica, o “rivale”, per dirla in maniera più elegante: ma viva la sincerità. [...] Non sto compiendo un’opera pia né voglio adulare nessuno: sono soltanto sincero. Tra gli scrittori esiste una grande rivalità, ma avere avversari validi come Monica Drake è una manna dal cielo. Clown Girl non è solo un grande libro, è unico, un mondo
a sé. Averne, di nemici di cosí gran talento». Chuck Palahniuk
«Il ritmo della narrazione è anfetaminico e Nita, la Clown Girl,
emerge come un personaggio memorabile, un testimone di
quanto le emozioni possano essere al tempo stesso ridicole e
sublimi». Publishers Weekly «La parola “unico” è sicuramente
abusata ma credo che per una volta sia giustificata: questo
romanzo è diverso da qualunque altro, e nel senso migliore.
Un esordio davvero esaltante». Kevin Canty «Nita è il clown
più divertente e commovente dai tempi di Smokey Robinson».
Entertainment Weekly «Le pagine di Clown Girl rilasciano
l’odore dell’asfalto cottol dal sole, di cannella e acquaragia,
birra e frutta, urina e sudore. Un debutto brillante e
coinvolgente». Philadelphia Weekly «Clown Girl è tra i romanzi
recenti più raffinati e originali, il risultato di anni di lavoro di
una talentuosa scrittrice di Portland». Seattle Times

Under Drake's Flag Aug 11 2021
To Clear Away the Shadows Oct 13 2021 NEW ENTRY IN
DAVID DRAKE'S LANDMARK RCN SERIES ADVENTURES
BEYOND THE EDGE OF THE KNOWN UNIVERSE The truce
between Cinnabar and the Alliance is holding, and the
Republic of Cinnabar Navy is able to explore regions of the
galaxy without the explorers being swept up in great power
conflict. The Far Traveller is probing sponge space to open
routes for Cinnabar traders—and for RCN warships if war
breaks out again. But besides astrogation, the Far Traveller is
to survey and catalog life forms on the worlds it touches.
Harry Harper has just been posted to the Traveller. He's an
RCN officer by convention, a scientist by training—and a
member of one of leading aristocratic families on Cinnabar by
birth. Lieutenant Rick Grenville would rather serve on a
warship in the heart of battle, but peace and the whim of the
Navy Board have put him on an exploration vessel instead. He
finds that the dangers on the fringes of civilization are just as
great as those from missiles and gunfire that he expected to
face. As internal struggles cause the Alliance to relax its iron grip, regional forces are attempting to increase their own power—and they're not fussy about the means they use. Besides the biological answers that officials on Cinnabar expect the Far Traveller to find, the ship's Director of Science, Doctor Veil, has her own agenda: to learn more about the Archaic Spacefarers who roamed the universe tens of thousands of years before humans reached the stars. The crew of the Far Traveller is poised to clear more of the shadows away from the deep past than ever before in human history—if they survive. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). Praise for prequel Though Hell Should Bar the Way: "Though Hell Should Bar the Way is vastly entertaining, a tale that demonstrates Drake’s skill as an author, illustrating why Drake is one of the best living science fiction authors today."—The Daily News of Galveston County About David Drake's RCN series: "[R]ousing old-fashioned space opera."—Publishers Weekly "The fun is in the telling, and Mr. Drake has a strong voice. I want more!"—Philadelphia Weekly Press "[S]pace opera is alive and well. This series is getting better as the author goes along...character development combined with first-rate action and memorable world designs."—SFReader.com “Drake deftly weaves a web of political machinations and intrigue that vividly depicts the costs of war. Fans of Patrick O'Brian's Maturin and Aubrey novels will enjoy this intricate, rousing space opera."—Publishers Weekly About David Drake: “[P]rose as cold and hard as the metal alloy of a tank...rivals Crane and Remarque...”—Chicago Sun-Times “Drake couldn't write a bad action scene at gunpoint.”—Booklist RCN series: With the Lightnings Lt. Leary, Commanding The Far Side of the Stars The Way to Glory Some Golden Harbor When the Tide Rises In the Stormy Red Sky What Distant Deeps The Road of Danger The Sea Without a Shore Death's Bright Day Though
Hell Should Bar the Way
Hirell, by the author of 'Abel Drake's wife' (J. Saunders). May 27 2020
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